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Abstract—This paper provides an effective Wireless Sensor Network(WSN) routing solution for Internet of Things(IoT) 

applications cognizant of congestion, security, and interference. Because several sources try to deliver their packets to a 
destination simultaneously, which is a common case in IoT applications. The proposed congestion and interference aware safe 
routing protocol is claimed to work in networks with high traffic. The signal to interference ratio (SINR), congestion level, and 
survival factor is used in our suggested procedure to estimate the cluster head selection factor first. The adaptive fuzzy c-means 
clustering method clusters the network nodes based on the cluster head selection factor. After that, data packets are encrypted 
using Adaptive Quantum Logic-based packet coding. Finally, the Adaptive Krill Herd (AKH) optimization method identifies the 
least congested corridor, resulting in optimal data transmission routing. The exploratory findings show that the provided strategy 
outperforms previous methodologies in network performance, end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, and node remaining 
energy level. 

Index Terms—Cluster head choosing factor, Clustering, Data security, Optimization, Routing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Internet of Things (IoT) results from a wide range of empowering innovations, such as embedded systems, wireless 

sensor networks, cloud computing, big data, which are utilizing to accumulate, process, surmise, and transmit information [1,2]. 
There are three layers in IoT design: perception layer, network layer, and application layer, including RFID, WSN, sensors, 
readers, IP Cam, MEMS, etc [3]. As the quantity of sensors in an IoT framework develops, in any case, the issue of how to move 
information amongst those devices turns out to be progressively complex, and data transfer needs should be offset with working 
contemplations and foundation costs [4]. Consequently, the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have a significant job in 
improving IoT, and various advances have just been institutionalized to help their joining. The incorporation of WSN with the 
Internet may assume a significant job in advancing the engineering of the Internet since WSN distributions might be utilized to 
help the sensorial capacities required by future applications [5].  

Therefore the WSNs are part of the IoT and have been read for a long time. In any case, joining the sensors and actuators that 
structure a WSN in the IoT requires innovations and conventions [6, 7]. WSN gives an inventive and powerful answer for issues 
in numerous circles of life. With WSN's assuming such a vital job in improving everyday life, improvement of minimal effort, 
low-power remote sensor systems involves great research intrigue [8]. The Future Internet plans to coordinate heterogeneous 
correspondence innovations, both wired and remote, to contribute considerably to attest to the idea of IoT [9]. Despite what 
might be expected, WSNs are self-sorting out systems of little, ease devices that communicate in a multi-hop way to give screen 
and control functionalities. WSN bits ordinarily coordinate an IEEE 802.15.4 [10] . 

IoT systems rely on remote connections to ensure last-mile connectivity in sensor systems and then on WSNs. IoT gateways 
(IGWs) are used to connect several types of sensors (IoT gadgets) that communicate with the IoT cloud via various innovations, 
for example, 802.11a/b, Bluetooth, Bluetooth low vitality, and Zigbee [11]. A fundamental driving force of IoT that facilitates 
the interconnection of devices is organizing and explicitly directing in the system. It includes producing traffic courses and 
transmitting the steered parcels from source to definite goal in a system [12]. In any event, the current trend toward IP-based 
sensor organization (for instance, 6LoWPAN and IPv6) enables the WSN to be connected to the web [13]. The ongoing 
progressions of WSNs in IoT have been broadly advanced in natural, modern, and biomedical detecting and observing 
applications, which essentially rely upon continuous information [14]. To adapt to new difficulties for structuring IoT gadget the 
executives, some key qualities ought to be considered, for example, restricted assets of remote sensor gadgets, disseminated 
organized condition and gigantic information gathered from an assortment of utilizations, and so on [15].  

The manuscript's structure is as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature about the proposed strategy. Section 3 contains a brief 
explanation of the proposed system, Section 4 contains an examination of the exploratory findings, and Section 5 ends the study. 
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The wireless sensor network comprises a group of nodes  iNNNNN .....,, 321  and assumes the source 1N  and the 

destination as iN . The suggested study clusters nodes in the network based on three effective parameters. The following sections 
cover the suggested design process in depth. 

A. Node Selection Using Three Factors 
The following paper addresses three characteristics for clustering nodes: the link's signal to interference and noise ratio, the 

path's survivability factor from the next-hop node to the destination, and the level of congestion at the next-hop node. 
1). Survivability Factor 
The survival factor is defined as the ratio of the smallest amount of energy remaining between each node along that path to the 

total energy required for communication along that path. The path survivability factor equals the ratio of the path's total energy 
consumption to the minimal power accessible value between nodes. This proportion is meant by the condition (1), 

p

p
s E

MP 
                                                

(1) 

Here, 
pE is the total energy utilization of path L, 

pM is the minimum power available value among the nodes in path L. 
2).Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) 
SINR is defined as the ratio of the transmitted signal's quality to the sum of interference and ambient noise. On account of a 

transmission edge ie , the amount of interference and noise at the receiver iRe is denoted as, 

  im
imm

imif TepTeGeI  


)(Re,)(
:

             (2) 

Here,  imTeG Re, is the path gain between the transmitter 
mTe on the link me and the receiver iRe on the edge ie , )( mTep is the 

transmission power of the transmitters 
mTe on edge

me ,
i is ambient noise around the receiver node

iRe . At that point, the SINR 

estimation of an edge ie can be characterized as,  

)(
)()Re,()(~
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iii
i eI

TepTeGe                          (3) 

From the above condition (3), it tends to be seen that when )( if eI increments, for keeping up the equivalent SINR esteem on 
the connection, the transmission power )( iTep needs to rise in like manner. Nonetheless, whenever )( iTep expanded, different 
connections in the topology may encounter more interference. As a result, such connections must also increase their transmission 
capacity to maintain consistent signal strength and communication quality. It may increase the nodes' energy consumption and 
result in a shorter system lifetime. 

3). Congestion Level Factor 
The multiple nodes connecting the source to the sink are constructed first, and then cross-layer data is shared as a state frame. 

This frame is transmitted upstream to keep the node's congestion information current and to share it with other nodes. A node's 
congestion level is denoted by, 

r

r
l S

TC                                                           (4) 

Where rT  is the input traffic rate, and rS  is the service rate. The input traffic rate of a node is defined as the number of 
packets that flow into the physical layer of the protocol stack in a unit of time. Additionally, service rate refers to the number of 
packets that are streamed downward to the channel in a unit of time. 

B.Cluster Head Choosing Factor 
The next-hop node is chosen from its routing table dependent on the Cluster head Choosing Factor (CCF) at each node. CCF 

is a function that involves three factors; the survivability factor sP of the path to the destination through that next-hop, the SINR 

value )(~
ie  of the link e between the current node and the next-hop node, and the congestion level lC at the next hop. That is, 

     )1()(~
lsi CPeCCF           (5) 

Here, ,  , and values are utilized for setting various weights on the three components, )(~
ie , sP , and lC  of the PCF. 

The requirement can pick their values for forcing the strength for these three components in the cluster head selection. In our 

simulation, each of the three weighting coefficients is similarly considered as, 3
1  , to demonstrate equivalent 

impact by all the components in PCF. The values are standardized with the end goal that, 
1                                                     (6) 

This CCF factor is given in condition (6) is taken as an input to the adaptive fuzzy c-means clustering. This is adequately 
performed by using the three factors: SINR, congestion level, and survivability factor in the clustering of sensor nodes network. 
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C. CCF based Adaptive Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm 
The node with the best value in SINR, congestion level, and survivability will transform into the cluster head among the 

system nodes. The sensor nodes are clustered by utilizing the adaptive fuzzy c-means (AFCM) clustering algorithm. Here, 
support kernel matrices are confined by utilizing the deliberate CCF factor in clustering. This algorithm starts with a lot of initial 
cluster centers. The AFCM algorithm dispenses the info data of each class by using fuzzy memberships.               
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In condition (4), lS~  signifies the support value, mq  signifies the thm  cluster center and n  signifies the constant esteem. 

Where CCF demonstrates the Cluster head is choosing a factor in the cluster l , and it is referenced in condition (5). The 
membership function describes the probability that a pixel has a place with a particular cluster. The membership functions and 
cluster centers are updated by the conditions (8) and (9). 
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The clusters centroid is processed by utilizing the condition (9), 
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Repeat the calculation until the coefficients change among two cycles is close to , the given limit. 

  )1()(max k
lm

k
lmlm VV                         (10) 

In condition (8),   is a range of 0 and 1. Repeat the steps until effective clustering got. This AFCM clustering is denoted in 
algorithm 1.  

Input: input  nNNNNN ....,,, 321  be the set of nodes in the network, SINR, congestion level and 
survivability factor 

Output: Clustered data  

Begin  
  For Ntoj 1  do  

Node j  is given the coefficient ijv  for being a member of the cluster i  
  End for  
     Repeat  
  For ktoi 1  do  
           Compute the centroid of each cluster using condition (9)  
  End for  
  Repeat  
Until the stopping condition reached 
End 

Algorithm 1:CCF based Adaptive fuzzy c-means clustering 
 

Once the clustering of nodes is finished, the nodes in clusters are assumed to forward the packets and perform an AQLG 
operation on the received packets before rebroadcasting them. 

D.  Securing data packets using Adaptive Quantum Logic Coding  
The purpose of our suggested study is to achieve a higher level of security and to reduce system congestion in a scenario of 

multimedia information distribution. To accomplish this, the network coding approach is used to minimize the number of 
retransmissions. Adaptive quantum coding is not equal to the direct delivery of subsystems; this is also scientifically explained. 
For instance, Consider two nodes AR , BR  and the relating composited system ABR . The quantum information of subsystems just 
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as composited framework are BA  , and BA   respectively. If two subsystems ensnared one another, the 

relationship can be depicted as seeks after, 
BAAB RRR                                                          (11) 

But,                                
BAAB            

(12) 

There is a composited quantum bit 
AB , which is an entangled quantum state, besides, A and B is an entangled pair. 

It must satisfy the underneath condition, 
 BABAAB 0110

2
1

                                   (13) 

The feature of this condition can be described that when the, A is 0  the state of B  certainly is opposite 1  vice versa. 

Be that as it may, when A is collapsed to Eigen state 1  by measurement, B  unavoidably collapses to opposite Eigen 

state 0  vice versa. In this way, the data packet is coded before the transmission to secure the transmission data.  Finally, the 

coded data packet is transmitted through the clustered nodes to the destination node securely. 
E.  Secure routing using adaptive krill herd optimization 
     Effective Routing to transmit the data packets is acquired by utilizing the Adaptive Krill herd (AKH) algorithm. This 

optimization algorithm chooses a congestion-free path for data transfer. This is an iterative heuristic strategy necessitated by the 
inherent krill herd phenomenon. This is primarily used to resolve optimization concerns. Algorithm 2 contains the pseudocode 
for krill herd optimization. 
 

Begin  
Define the size of the populace ( 'S ) and Iteration ( maxÎ )   
Initialization 

Set sequence 1'I ; 
Initialize the cluster information as an input and population data 

',.....3,2,1~ SS  of krill arbitrarily.  
Fitness assessment 
Evaluate each krill as specified by the krill location 
While max

ˆ' II   do  
Class the populace/krill from finest to extremely worst.  
For ':1 Si   do  

      Perform the 3motion calculations,   
1) Movement actuated by the krill  
2) Foraging action  
3) Physical dispersion       

Update the krill location in the inquiry space. 
Evaluate each krill according to its location. 
End for i  
Categorize the krill from finest to poorest and locate the present best.  

1'ˆ
max  II .  

End while  
Estimate the krill finest result. 

End 
Algorithm 2.Pseudo-code for the algorithm for optimizing krill herds 

The described krill herd optimization resulted in a successful selection of a congestion-free path through the preceding steps. 
Step 1 

The optimization starts with the initialization of standardized data. 
Step 2 

Fitness esteem is assessed reliant on the adaptive krill individual positions. This adaptive technique can lessen the 
computational time to reach an ideal solution, maintain a strategic distance from neighborhood minima, and have faster 
convergence. The adaptive methodology for KH is detailed as: 
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Where, nR  is the arbitrary number, 1t
iX a new solution of thi dimension in the tht  iteration )(tf  is the fitness value. 

Step 3 
Consequently, the fundamental iteration starts by positioning the krill from the finest to the exceedingly poor.  

Step 4 
From that point onwards, movement updates are handled for each krill utilizing the going with conditions,  
a) The searching update is done by, 

)'()1ˆ( kFStF zixfz                                          (15) 
best
z

food
zz                                                             (16) 

Where, fS denotes the foraging speed, i denotes the inertia weight, best
z denotes the finest result of the thz krill 

individual.  
b) The induced movement relates to the thickness preservation of information is represented as,   

)ˆ()1ˆ( max tMMtM zizz                                   (17) 
ett

z
total
zz

arg                                                                    (18) 

Where, maxM denotes the most extreme activated speed, i denotes the inertia weight, total
z denotes the nearby effect of 

the thz  krill individual has on its neighbours, ett
z

arg is the finest result of the thz  krill.  
c) The final movement update is coordinating the physical distribution through irregular action and is represented as,  

)1()1ˆ(
max

max i
iDtDy




                                                            (19)
 

Where maxD denotes the greatest diffusion speed,   denotes the random directional vector between -1 and 1.  
 

Step 5  
In perspective on the recently demonstrated advancements, utilizing special parameters of development during the time, the 

location of the thy  krill amidst an opportunity to tt ˆˆ  is passed on by the related condition and it is used to calculate a node 
individual location. 

td
KdttKttK z

zz ˆ
ˆ)ˆ()ˆˆ( 

                                     (20)                                                                                                     
Where t̂  signifies a fundamental constant. Hereby utilizing the reference condition, the krill individual's position is 

refreshed and the best outcome is obtained. 
Step 6 

At the conclusion, the halting condition is utilised to ensure that function assessment are completed. Regardless of whether 
the pausing condition has not been reached yet, classify the krill population from best to worst and estimate the best node 
individual site. Figure 3 depicts the flow chart for optimizing krill herds. 



 

Fig 2. Flow diagram of adaptive krill herd optimization

This proposed advancement results in
applications. Additionally, the suggested secure routing results in a high packet receipt rate, reduced end
reduced energy consumption. 

 Our suggested efficient routing protocol in a WSN for IoT applications is implemented
stage. To evaluate the proposed work's performance, various execution estimates such as packet delivery ratio, 
consumption, packet drop, and remaining energy are compared to the existing Directed Diffusion Routing Protocol, Sub
Energy-Aware Routing Protocol (SGEAR), and Survivable Path Routing (SPR) protocols.
the proposed routing protocol is given in table 1.

parameter 
name

Propagation 
mode 

Transmitting 
range 

MAC Protocol
Traffic flow
Data transfer 

rate 
Packet size
Initial energy
Cycle time

 
 
The exhibition of the proposed work analysis with different execution estimates such as packet delivery ratio, energy 

consumption, packet drop, the remaining energy 

Fig 2. Flow diagram of adaptive krill herd optimization 
 

in effective routing for the data transmission in wireless sensor networks for IoT 
Additionally, the suggested secure routing results in a high packet receipt rate, reduced end

IV.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Our suggested efficient routing protocol in a WSN for IoT applications is implemented using MATLAB 2018a's working 

stage. To evaluate the proposed work's performance, various execution estimates such as packet delivery ratio, 
consumption, packet drop, and remaining energy are compared to the existing Directed Diffusion Routing Protocol, Sub

Aware Routing Protocol (SGEAR), and Survivable Path Routing (SPR) protocols. The simulation parameters utilized in 
roposed routing protocol is given in table 1. 

TABLE I 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

parameter 
name 

parameter value 

Propagation 
 

Shadowing model  

Transmitting 
 

40 m  

MAC Protocol IEEE 802.15.4  
Traffic flow Constant Bit Rate  
Data transfer 10 pkt/sec  

Packet size 50 bytes  
Initial energy 100J  
Cycle time 10sec  

 

The exhibition of the proposed work analysis with different execution estimates such as packet delivery ratio, energy 
remaining energy is portrayed in subsections. 
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effective routing for the data transmission in wireless sensor networks for IoT 
Additionally, the suggested secure routing results in a high packet receipt rate, reduced end-to-end latency, and 

using MATLAB 2018a's working 
stage. To evaluate the proposed work's performance, various execution estimates such as packet delivery ratio, energy 
consumption, packet drop, and remaining energy are compared to the existing Directed Diffusion Routing Protocol, Sub-Game 

The simulation parameters utilized in 

The exhibition of the proposed work analysis with different execution estimates such as packet delivery ratio, energy 
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B. Throughput 
Throughput is the quantity of information where a network or entity transmits or gets data with the one determined time-space. 

It holds the fundamental parts of measures the bit/second. 

s

pp
h t

SD
T

*


                             (21)
 

Where, hT  signifies the throughput, pD  signifies several delivered packet, pS  signifies the size of the packet, st  signifies 
total simulation time. The throughput of our proposed technique is essentially higher than the existing Directed Diffusion 
Routing Protocol, Sub-Game Energy-Aware Routing Protocol (SGEAR), and Survivable Path Routing (SPR) [20]. 
Subsequently, our proposed routing gives a better outcome over the current strategies. The examination graph for the throughput 
is appeared beneath in figure 3. 

 
Fig 3.Comparison analysis of proposed throughput 

As illustrated in Figure 3, our proposed routing protocol has a significantly greater throughput than the existing Directed 
Diffusion Routing Protocol, Sub-Game Energy-Aware Routing Protocol (SGEAR), and Survivable Path Routing (SPR). 

C. Packet Delivery Ratio 
It is portrayed as the proportion of total packets received to the target by the total number of packets transmitted from the 

source. A high packet delivery ratio will adjust the enhanced performance of the protocol.  

100*







p

p
S

RPDR                                         (22) 

Where, PDR signifies the Packet delivery ratio, pR & pS  be the total number of packets received and transmitted. The 
comparison graph regarding packet delivery ratio is given in figure 4,  

 
Fig4. Comparison analysis of proposed packet delivery ratio 
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As illustrated in Figure 4, our suggested routing has a significantly greater packet delivery ratio than the existing Directed 
Diffusion Routing Protocol, Sub-Game Energy Aware Routing Protocol (SGEAR), and Survivable Path Routing (SPR). 

D. End To End Delay 
It is described as the average time consumed by the packet to accomplish destination, this embraces the route discovery time 

and the queue handling time at the time of transmission. The end to end delay is gotten by taking the difference between the 
packets sending time to the receiving time. 

srendend ttD  (23) 

Where endendD   signifies the end to end delay, rt be the receiving time, st signifies the sending time. The comparison graph 
in terms of end to end delay is given in figure 5, 

 
Fig 5. Comparison analysis of proposed End to End delay 

As illustrated in Figure 5, our proposed routing protocol has a much longer end-to-end delay than the existing Directed 
Diffusion Routing Protocol, Sub-Game Energy-Aware Routing Protocol (SGEAR), and Survivable Path Routing Protocol (SPR). 

E. Packet Drop 
The number of packets dropped by a malicious node and not received by the destination is referred to as packet drop. 

dnd pTP                                                (24) 

Here, nT  is the total number of packets, dM is the message drop, dp is the packets delivered to the destination. The 
comparison graph of proposed secure routing with existing Directed Diffusion Routing Protocol, Sub-Game Energy-Aware 
Routing Protocol (SGEAR), and Survivable Path Routing (SPR) in terms of packet drop for a varying number of nodes is 
delineated in figure 6.  

 
Fig 6. Comparison graph in terms of packet drop 

Figure 6 delineates that the proposed secure routing provides better outcomes regarding packet drop than the existing Directed 
Diffusion Routing Protocol, Sub-Game Energy-Aware Routing Protocol (SGEAR), and Survivable Path Routing (SPR). 
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F. Remaining Energy 

Nodes spread across the topological area must maintain a constant energy level to ensure the network's survival. The system's 
source nodes initiate information packets at a rate of ten per second, and they travel over multi-hop paths to the destination node. 
Figures 7 to 9 show a comparison of the nodes' residual energy levels following ten rounds of information exchange between 
source and destination.  

 
Fig 7. Comparison graph in terms of remaining energy for proposed routing with existing Directed Diffusion (DD) Routing Protocol  

 
Fig 8. Comparison graph in terms of remaining energy for proposed routing with existing Sub-Game Energy-Aware Routing Protocol (SGEAR) 
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Fig 9. Comparison graph in terms of remaining energy   

Routing proposed in conjunction with the existing Survivable Path Routing (SPR)As illustrated in Figures 7–9, the network 
nodes with the directed diffusion protocol have a larger degree of uniqueness in their energy strength. However, for the proposed 
protocol, the energy capabilities of the network nodes are nearly the same. Thus, it may be beneficial to maintain network 
connectivity for an extended length of time and gradually improve the system's survivability. The proposed protocol's 
maintenance phase assists in doing this, as the relay nodes send each data packet after being checked for compliance with a 
specified energy threshold. If the residual energy limit of any node falls below that threshold, the routes are rearranged, and the 
path selection metrics are updated. As a result, all nodes in the system will keep the same battery capacity, extending the 
network's connectivity. 

V.CONCLUSION 
The sensor network nodes transmit data over a wireless communication link, which is susceptible to interference in high-

traffic IoT application settings. Before selecting a next-hop node for communication, the proposed routing system considers the 
link quality, potential interference, and noise level. Thus, the node selection process during clustering includes the SINR, 
congestion level, and survival parameters. Congestion levels at nodes and the path's survivability factor are also decisive 
variables in terms of optimal route selection. Additionally, adaptive quantum logic technology improves data transmission 
security. Following that, adaptive krill herd optimization provides more secure data transfer routing. The simulation findings 
indicate that the proposed protocol outperforms existing techniques in high-traffic networks. It features a high packet reception 
rate, a short end-to-end delay, and low energy consumption. 
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